Abstract-This paper presents a method to reconstruct a functional mechanical assembly from raw scans. Given multiple input scans of a mechanical assembly, our method first extracts the functional mechanical parts using a motion-guided, patch-based hierarchical registration and labeling algorithm. The extracted functional parts are then parameterized from the segments and their internal mechanical relations are encoded by a graph. We use a joint optimization to solve for the best geometry, placement, and orientation of each part, to obtain a final workable mechanical assembly. We demonstrated our algorithm on various types of mechanical assemblies with diverse settings and validated our output using physical fabrication.
softwares such as SolidWorks provide interactive tools to convert low-level geometry (e.g., a point cloud) to a parameterized CAD model, requiring users to manually segment the scan data into different parts and locally adjust the part parameters. Such local methods can be unreliable for mechanical tools, which have stringent restrictions (e.g., meshing, co-axial, orthogonal) among parts to ensure workability. Even small inevitable geometric errors due to noise and occlusion would easily break the global restrictions. For example, as shown in Fig. 1a , a small position offset breaking the placement constraint would make a gear disconnect with another in a gear train after fabrication. Another example in Fig. 1b shows that the locally reconstructed worm gear fails to mesh with the worm because the mechanical parameters do not satisfy the meshing constraint, leading to an interruption in the mechanical motion transmission.
In this paper, we present a framework to automatically recover functional mechanical assemblies from the scan data using a coupled analyze-and-reconstruct algorithm. We leverage geometry to infer the internal functionality of individual shape parts, and subsequently use the inferred functionality to reconstruct functional parts, whose assembly enables a global functional mechanical object. We make the key observation that, for functional objects such as mechanical assemblies, although the general functionality is lost, the functionality of an individual part can be implicitly inferred from its geometry if we know some priors such as the part type and its interaction relations with other parts; then the global functionality can be inferred from these individual functional parts and the interaction relations. This is the key to our method. The goal is to convert the raw imperfect acquisition, possibly coupled with geometric noise and missing data, to a parameterized functional mechanical model with semantic parts (e.g., gears, cranks, cams). These parameterized parts must geometrically conform to the input data, while globally satisfy the mechanical restrictions to ensure workability.
The challenges, as we discussed, lie in three folds. Since the input is raw point clouds, we do not have any prior knowledge about the underlying geometry: What are the parts? How are they inter-related and what are the mechanical restrictions? What parameters to fit to the parts so that the parameterized model is mechanically functional as the physical model? It makes the problem more troublesome when the raw scanned input data contain erroneous sampling or large missing regions. Thus our task is to solve, essentially, the problems of (i) extracting mechanical parts from the raw data; (ii) inferring the initial part parameters; (iii) extracting global mechanical restrictions among parts; and (iv) optimizing the part parameters under mechanical constraints.
Our algorithm starts with raw scans under different motion configurations (Fig. 2a) . We introduce a novel part segmentation algorithm based on motion variations. That is, we take multiple scans of a mechanical assembly with different motion configurations, where each configuration represents one state of the mechanical parts moving from the rest pose. We exploit a hierarchical registration strategy to robustly find consistent motions among configurations. Then a Markov Random Field (MRF) model is used to efficiently solve the segmentation problem.
After segmentation, our algorithm estimates initial mechanical parameters of the segmented parts. The initial parameters are unstable, as the segmented mechanical parts are often noisy and even incomplete (cf. [1] ). We take a global approach to constrain and optimize the local fitted parameters. In a key step, we infer valid mechanical constraints from the input data by verifying with a graphbased forward motion propagation to check the motion correctness, followed by a nonlinear data optimizer to minimize the fitting error between the parameterized shape and the input scans, subject to the inferred mechanical constraints. Finally, a functional mechanical model is recovered with each part moving correctly as the originally scanned object.
We tested our algorithm on a variety of scanned mechanical assemblies, which are typical mechanical tools like the gear train, the worm gear drive arrangement, the piston mechanism and so on. Experimental results show that the proposed approach can robustly recover functionality mechanical assemblies from raw scan data with geometric errors and missing data. The reconstructed functional model largely eases the reproduction of the original tool and can be used for further illustration or fabrication, as shown in Fig. 12 . In summary, our contributions are:
We propose a novel motion-guided, patch-based hierarchical segmentation algorithm for extracting functional parts from raw scans; We formulate the mechanical constraints as parametric constraints and solve the part parameters using a joint optimization; We develop a unified framework that simultaneously couples the part parameter localization and the functionality recovery.
RELATED WORK
Our work is closely related to the problem of surface reconstruction, which has achieved substantial progress in the past two decades. Although a variety of methods have been proposed [2] , surface reconstruction from a scanned, unstructured point cloud is still difficult and ill-posed, especially when dealing with structural recovering [3] . A full review of previous surface reconstruction methods is beyond the scope of our paper. We refer interested readers to the excellent survey of [4] and [2] . Most prevailing surface reconstruction methods rely on shape continuity to reconstruct or complete the underlying surface using smooth interpolation or extrapolation [5] , [6] . In contrast to these works, our method targets one step further: we aim at recovering the underlying geometry along with the highlevel functionality of the input scans of mechanical assemblies. Our input is point clouds taken under varying motion Fig. 1. (a) shows that a small position offset breaking the placement constraint would make a gear disconnect with another in a gear train after fabrication; (b) shows that the locally reconstructed worm gear fails to mesh with the worm because the mechanical parameters do not satisfy the meshing constraint. Fig. 2 . The pipeline of our algorithm. Our algorithm starts with raw scans under different motion configurations (a). We first extract functional mechanical parts using a hierarchical motion-guided, patch-based registration and segmentation algorithm (b) and then estimate the parametric model based on the segments (c). We take a global approach (e) to constrain and optimize the local fitted parameters based on relations encoded in an interaction graph (d). After that, parameters of the parametric model are locally refined to approximate the geometry of scans without breaking the previous constraints (f). The segments are then refined based on the parametric model (g). We iterate the process until convergence. At last, the parametric model is validated using physical fabrication (h).
configurations, which typically exhibit complex geometry and missing regions.
Mechanical assemblies often contain certain canonical geometric properties such as coplanar faces, orthogonal faces and so on due to aesthetic considerations and a variety of practical constraints. The detection of simple geometric structures has shown to be particularly helpful for de-noising and filling in missing data [2] . 3D fitting of primitive shapes have been proposed in reverse engineering [1] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] and references therein. These methods support reconstruction of simple or regular shapes consisting of sharp features through local fitting of surface geometry. The primitivebased methods often require a reliable initial estimate to ensure the method not to degrade [2] (e.g., when certain portions of the shape are poorly explained by a primitive). Our work is largely inspired by the work of Li et al. [1] which takes a global approach, accounting for both local and global inter-primitive relations, to constrain and optimize the local RANSAC based primitives. The difference is that we do not use simple primitives but parametric models instead, and leverage motion analysis to extend our algorithm to the functionality recovery of complex mechanical tools.
Our work is also inspired by recent works on functionality recognition and analysis [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] . Xu et al. [11] performed slippage analysis over contact surfaces to segment and categorize joints in man-made objects, and used the information for interactive volumetric-based space deformation. Guo et al. [12] analyzed the individual parts using sharp edge loops and extracted the contact faces between each pair of neighboring parts and then clustered the sets of the individual parts into meaningful sub-assemblies used for a hierarchical decomposition. Hu et al. [13] introduced the contextual descriptor and showed that the contextual object-to-object interactions are effective to exploit object functionality. Mitra et al. [14] analyzed the interactions and motions of mechanical parts from contact detection and relations between part axes. The input of this approach is required to be clean and with no data loss. However, in real scan data, many critical contact regions are not able to be captured due to occlusion. We have to automatically complete the missing regions to make the mechanical tool work as expected.
It is noteworthy that in the work of assembly-based mechanical modeling [15] , [16] , the position and orientation of parts are determined according to the constraints governing their mating or alignment. Symbolic, rule, and graphbased approaches construct the geometry constraint equations which are then solved via numerical optimization. Zhu et al. [15] generated a physically-realizable assembly from a description of the target motion. They used a higherlevel abstraction by automatically selecting the shape from a small set of simplified parametric models according to a priori knowledge of motion transmission in mechanisms, and refined the initial selection by optimizing over both discrete and continuous variables. Unlike their work, our aim is to recover the geometry of the scans and in the meanwhile estimate its target motion. Our approach does not require a large series of time-varying motion configurations and does not use pre-parameterized models to represent the scanned parts.
Our work also shares resemblance to the large body of methods on structure-based shape analysis and modeling [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , wherein high-level shape structures are identified with low-dimensional parts of different sizes, positions, and interactions. Gal et al. [17] demonstrated that working with a set of 1D feature curves extracted from engineered objects, and preserving their intra-and inter-relations while deforming the shapes lead to an intuitive manipulation framework. Shen et al. [19] recovered structures by combining existing labeled parts from different objects, considering both partial matching with the acquired data and the interactions between parts. Laga et al. [21] exploited the context of structural relationships between shape parts and use them, in conjunction to their geometry, as cues for functionality recognition. Alhashim et al. [23] presented a system to interpolate new shapes from two database shapes by decomposing input shapes and recombining individual parts according to constraints deduced through the structure analysis. Our method also relates shape parts with their interactions. However, as a key difference, our parts and their interactions are not known as priori and are hierarchically recovered under a top-down motion analysis coupled with geometry optimization.
OVERVIEW
Our goal is to reconstruct functional mechanical assemblies from raw scans. Thus workability is the main objective, for which the key is to fulfill a set of mechanical constraints. Such mechanical constraints (e.g., gear meshing) are the presupposition to our algorithm, with which the parts and the relations can then be progressively recovered, parameterized and optimized. Fig. 2 shows the pipeline of our method. Our algorithm has four main steps. In the first step, we identify the mechanical parts by analyzing the motion of multiple scans (Section 4.1). This is a non-trivial task, as the motion of the mechanical assembly might exhibit large variations from one configuration to another. For example, multiple parts may move simultaneously (see in Figs. 2 and 3) . Unlike previous segmentation methods [24] which used motions of articulated shapes where the correspondences among different shapes are known, we do not have the correspondence information between different scans. We propose a simultaneous registration and segmentation algorithm to decouple functional parts one by one. We employ a patch-based registration algorithm to align the scans to distinguish moving parts. Since the scans have parts with different motions, considering all patch correspondences as traditional ways will easily produce wrong registration (Fig. 5a) . We register the scans hierarchically, ignoring less-confident correspondences first and reconsidering them in the next level (Fig. 5b) .
Second, in the parametrization stage (see Section 4.2), we infer the individual part type by fitting the part with a set of typical 3D template part models in our database (e.g., gears, cranks, etc.). We then parameterize the segmented parts using corresponding parameters for different mechanical types, as described in the appendix. Third, after the parametrization, in a key stage, our system infers the potential inter-relations among individual parts (see Section 4.3). Pairs of parts that are in contact or have orientation/placement relations with each other are considered and their interaction relations are analyzed and encoded into an interaction graph. Fourth, based on the interaction graph, a global optimization algorithm is conducted to ensure proper motion of parametric models to enable the global functionality of the mechanical assembly. The global optimization takes account of both the individual shape geometry and the mechanical constraints among different parts that have interactions (see details in Section 4.4). In Section 4.5, the parametric model is further locally optimized without breaking the previous constraints. Finally, based on the parametric models, the initial segments are locally refined (Section 4.6) and the entire process is iterated until the local refinement does not affect much on the global optimization.
ALGORITHM

Motion-Based Hierarchical Part Segmentation
The input of our algorithm is a set of raw scans S ¼ fS 1 ; S 2 ; . . . ; S k g of a mechanical tool, which are expected to be under different motion configurations. The scans are initially in the form of point clouds, and then we convert them to polygon meshes using the method of [25] . To recover the functional mechanical assembly from several raw scans, it is necessary to identify all the functional parts that are involved in the motion of the mechanical tool. As far as we know, purely geometric-based segmentation or co-segmentation methods [26] , [27] are not sufficient for our purpose, which often involve training processes in order to account for semantics. On the other hand, as our input is raw scans under different motion configurations, which typically inhabit no correspondence information, thus deformationbased segmentation methods [24] , [28] also do not work for our case.
Our key observation is that the motion of each functional part in one mechanical tool usually differs from each other, especially between two adjacent parts. This inspires us to devise a motion-based hierarchical segmentation algorithm, which extracts moving parts in a coarse-to-fine manner. To be specific, to correctly analyze the motion difference, we need to first align the scans so that their static parts stay in correspondence (Fig. 4) , and parts under motion are then identified iteratively. To identify common static parts, we employ a patch-based registration method and separate the models into two parts: moving part A and static part B. The moving part A is further taken into the above process to identify sub-"moving" and "static" parts and the process stops until no moving parts can be further identified. Since our input data contain part movements, traditional pointbased registration methods [29] might be unreliable in our case (see the comparison result in Fig. 4 ). Our observation is that manmade objects are often composed of many planar regions for the sake of aesthetics and cost, and large planes are more stable for registration. Hence we adopt a patchlevel approach for registration. After registration, the patches are labeled with an MRF formulation to solve the segmentation problem. Fig. 3 shows the pipeline of the hierarchical patch registration and segmentation.
Patch Generation
For each raw scan S i , we first over-segment it into patches P i ¼ fp
. . .g using region growing. Specifically, each time we start with a seed face which is randomly selected. Then we grow the region by adding its neighboring faces. A neighboring face is added to the current region if the angle between the face normal and the seed face normal is below a threshold b. We stop growing until no more faces can be added and the process is repeated until all faces are grouped. For each patch p, we calculate its total area of faces a p , and compute patch center c p and normal n p using principal component analysis (PCA). Note that there may exist many tiny patches, which will be unstable for registration and costly for labeling. We adopt a post-process strategy by merging such tiny patches to their neighboring patch if the angle between their normals is below a threshold g (g is usually set to be equal to b in our experiments). An example of generated patches is shown in the insets of Fig. 4 . [29] ; (c) is our registration result based on patches. The generated patches are shown in the insets. Fig. 5 . For the registration of mechanical tools with moving parts, using the overall pairwise error between patches as the matching score will produce an undesired result as shown in (a). Instead, we get the desired result as shown in (b) by filtering outlier patches that are far away from the target scan.
Patch-Based Registration
Given two scans S i and S j to be registered, a patch pair hp; qi is called a potential patch correspondence p $ q if they have similar patch areas, where patch p and patch q belong to S i and S j respectively. We consider All these pair-wise candidate transformation matrices form a large transformation space. Our task is to search for one best transform matrix T ij such that S i and S j are registered in terms of minimizing their patch-to-patch registration error. We first employ a strategy which is similar to the voting procedure presented in [30] that takes all patch correspondences into consideration to efficiently find approximate best matches. The difference is that they use corresponding point pairs to estimate the rigid transformation while we use patch pairs instead. Besides, they directly select the match with the highest voting score as the best match, but in our case, approximate voting scores may be inaccurate for input data with moving parts. Thus we keep top-K (K ¼ 5) transformations rather than the one with the largest vote, and then refine them using the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [31] . Finally, to select the best match, simply using the overall pairwise registration error as the match score may not be a wise choice, because the error in the least square manner is often undesired, as shown in Fig. 4 . We define the match score as follows: we first disregard those matched patches whose matching distance is larger than a given threshold d " , and then compute the total matched area for the patches. The matched area for a pair of patches ðp; qÞ is defined as areaðp \ qÞ, here \ denotes the overlap region. The transformation which leads to the largest matched area is selected as the best match.
Patch Labeling
Next, we device a Markov Random Field algorithm to separate the moving parts from the static parts. Essentially, our task is to assign each patch p s i a label l s 2 f0; 1g, where 0 indicates the patch belonging to a static part while 1 indicates the patch belonging to a moving part. Please note that static has its meaning of being "unmoving" only in the context of the current level of hierarchy (cf. Section 4.1).
We measure the confidence of a patch being static by considering its overlapping ratio to its corresponding patch. The more overlapping region it has, the more likely it belongs to a static part. Hence, the probability of a patch p 
where
Here f is a face belonging to patch p s i and dðf; S j Þ is the distance from the barycenter of face f to the nearest face in S j . d " is the aforementioned distance threshold.
The MRF energy function for a possible labeling L is defined as the following term: 
Here 
where a s and n s are the area and normal of p s i . s a is the difference between the largest patch area and the average patch area in current level, and s u is p=2 in our implementation. Here the smooth term is crucial for the labeling of planes which share similar motion status. For example, as shown in Fig. 6 , the center planar region of a gear would be labeled as "static" if no smooth term is added. However, because a large number of its neighboring gear teeth are labeled as moving, the center plane is labeled as "moving" with our MRF formulation.
The labeling process divides each scan S i into two parts: a part P i s which is static at current level (i.e., labeled as 0) and a part P i m that moves at current level (i.e., labeled as 1). Please note that P m might still contains multiple moving parts (Fig. 3) . To further separate them, we continue the aforementioned patch-based registration and segmentation steps using the part P m as input and subsequently obtain another binary separation of P m . This process stops when such a P m is not found. In our experiments, we stop when the matched triangle number exceeds 90 percent of the total mesh triangle number in the current level.
Parametric Model Estimation
The segmented parts from raw data are noisy, inaccurate and usually incomplete due to occlusion (as shown in Fig. 7 ), so they cannot work properly if they are directly fabricated. In this step, our goal is to convert the raw segments to parameterized parts, which will be optimized later to produce the same functionality as the input object. We first identify the semantic type for each part by matching the part with a set of typical 3D template part models in our database, including crank, cam, worm, spur gear, driving part, etc. We adopt a similar strategy as in [19] to perform shape matching between the template and the part. The normals of their largest planes are first aligned. Then the template is translated and scaled to fit into the bounding box of the part. We exhaustively search for the orientation of the template around the aligned normal, to estimate the best match that minimizes the sum of distances between corresponding points on the template and the part, which is further refined by an ICP method. The part type is determined as the type of the template with the best matching score.
Given the part type, our next task is to estimate the specific mechanical parameters for the part. As the parametric models for different mechanical parts vary from type to type, for the clarity of exposition, we focus on spur gears as the illustrating example throughout the following sections. The parametrizations of other types of mechanical assembly are presented in the appendix.
For a spur gear, to estimate the part parameters, we first project the part onto the 2D plane (see Fig. 7 ) which is perpendicular to the gear axis. We extract the outside contour of the gear and then detect points on both the root circle and the outside circle. Then a rough tooth number is estimated with the root diameter and outside diameter, which is further refined by matching one tooth to all other teeth. Please refer to the appendix for more details.
With the tooth number and rough outside diameter and root diameter, we estimate initial gear parameters with the standard formula used in gear manufacture [32] . Specifically, we wish to optimize the gear center, its rotation angle, together with the tooth thickness, outside diameter, root diameter and gear thickness so that the optimized parametric model geometrically fits the input scan. To this end, we use a gradient decent method to optimize the parameters first in 2D space (gear center, rotation angle, tooth thickness, outside diameter and root diameter, see Fig. 7 ) and then optimize the gear thickness in 3D. Fig. 7 illustrates the algorithm in 2D. Our method is able to extract the correct parameters under noise and data loss.
Interaction Graph
The estimated local parametric parts need to be globally optimized such that their arrangements form a physically valid configuration to enable mechanical function. To this end, we first propose a graph-based forward motion propagation algorithm to identify parts interactions as well as wrongly estimated or missing parts and then jointly optimize the part parameters to obtain a physically workable mechanical assembly.
To infer the part interactions, we build an interaction graph G :¼ fV; Eg where V denotes functional parts and E denotes a set of edges that link pairs of functional parts with interaction. The nodes involve common types of the mechanical parts including spur gear, helical gear, worm, worm gear, crank, cam, slider, driver, end effector and rod. The edges are attributed with four interaction types: meshing, parallel, coaxial and orthogonal.
We first detect contacts between parts as in [14] 
Orthogonal:
The motion parameters of each functional part, i.e., the rotation center, rotation axis and translation direction, are calculated from the transformation matrix we get in the registration stage.
In many cases, the inferred interaction graph is disconnected. This is because the scanned data often contain missing parts due to occlusion (see Fig. 13 ), or the rotation rods are visually "static" during motion and cannot be segmented with the algorithm (e.g., in Fig. 8 the "static" rods are not segmented). To infer such missing rods and correct the interaction graph, we perform a forward motion propagation which operates in the following manner: starting from a driving part, we trigger a motion on it and propagate the motion to the rest of the parts by traversing the interaction graph along the edges representing contacts. By examining the existence of loops and disconnected components of the graph during the traversal, we identify wrongly estimated motion interactions (e.g., a loop in the graph) or missing parts (e.g., where the motion fails to propagate). For missing parts, we fill in parametric rods. Rods may be filled between two coaxial parts or between two mechanical parts based on their types and relations. For example, the parallel relation will infer the existence of a missing rod between a cam and a slider or a crank and a slider if they are close to each other. For loops, we try breaking possible loop edges and restart the propagation to see if the motion can be propagated properly (with the missing parts filled in). Fig. 8 shows an interaction graph for the windmill model. For the purpose of clarity, we only show relations built between two meshing parts and between two parts with missing joints.
Global Optimization
Though the parametric parts approximate the geometry of the scanned mechanical parts, they typically can not ensure a global workability of the entire model. With the interaction graph, there are various global relations that individual parts must satisfy, to ensure the workability of the mechanical tool.
We employ a global joint optimization to integrate the global relations with geometric optimization. Similar to [1] , we first decouple the global optimization process into three independent stages to avoid the conflict of various nonlinear constraints. In particular, we enforce three classes of commonly encountered relations in mechanical tools that will affect the assembly: (i) mechanical constraints between specific mechanical parts; (ii) orientation relations like parallelism and orthogonality; (iii) placement relations like coplanarity and coaxiality. During the optimization, we first enforce the orientation relations, followed by the placement relations, and finally the mechanical constraints. This is because the mechanical adjustment does not affect the adjustment of orientation and placement, and thus will not break the already satisfied relations as in [1] .
Before we go into details of the global optimization, we first define a distance metric used for the global optimization which measures the distance between the parameterized part and the scan. In particular, given a scanned part S i and its parameterized part M i , we measure the data fitting error as
where dðs; M i Þ measures the point-to-surface distance from the raw part to the parameterized part, while dðm; S i Þ measures the point-to-surface distance from the parameterized part to the raw part. As the computation of point-to-surface distances is slow, to speed up the optimization process we cluster the parameterized part into planar regions using region growing, and the distance computing is approximated using these planar regions directly.
Mechanical Constraints
We now detail our global optimization algorithm. Again, as different types of mechanical meshing impose different sets of constraints, we here focus on one specific type of meshing, i.e., gears, for the clarity of exposition. Two meshing spur gears are required to have the same module and pressure angle, while two meshing helical gears are additionally required to have the same helix angle besides the constraints for spur gears. To simplify the problem, we use a constant pressure angle of 20 degree. We use G to denote a gear. For two meshing gears G 1 and G 2 , the center distance d c between the gears has d c ðG 1 ; G 2 Þ ¼ jjo 1 À o 2 jj, where o 1 and o 2 are centers of gear G 1 and gear G 2 respectively. In the standard formula,
, where d p is the pitch diameter (see Fig. 16 ), and the module m of a gear can be calculated with m ¼ d p =Z, where Z is the gear tooth number. Please refer to the appendix for more details. In this way we can derive the module by
In the case of a gear chain G Ã , where more than two gears are involved and some gears mesh with more than one gear at the same time, the situation becomes more complex. Take a simple gear train with three gears for example (shown in Fig. 9a) , the input gear G a meshes with an intermediate gear G i which in turn meshes with the output gear G b . In the ideal condition, we will have
Since the variation of center distance may exist, this constraint is not always satisfied. Therefore, we use a soft constraint to penalize the module difference caused by the center distance variation. Then the objective function for the mechanical optimization becomes
where the variables to be optimized are the gear centers fo i g, and is 10 in our implementation. We use a trust region method based on interior point nonlinear programming to solve this optimization as in [1] . After the gear centers are determined, the gear modules are calculated with Equation (6) for all gears. Then they will be jointly optimized to make sure that the gear modules in the same gear train are all the same. Note that the parametric gear will be updated when its module changes. The optimization objective here is to minimize the total fitting error between the parametric data and scan data P i E d ðM i ; S i Þ for each gear train, and now there is only one variable (module) to be optimized for each train. The initial module value for a gear train is set as the mean value of the gear modules in this gear train. We use a gradient decent algorithm since the initial value is actually pretty good. For two meshing helical gears, we will also optimize the helix angle besides the gear module.
Orientation Alignment
We constrain the orientations of mechanical parts to be exactly parallel or orthogonal. We solve a nonlinear optimization over the parameters of the parametric parts {M i } to minimize the data fitting error while exactly satisfying the constraints, using the method presented in [1] . The difference is that our optimization is solved using an iterative method because the point-to-surface correspondences between S i and M i will change when either the axis or the center of M i changes, and the objective function is difficult to be expressed in closed form.
In each iteration, to ensure the point-to-plane correspondences stay unchanged, we bound the angle change of part orientation before and after optimization to be no more than 0.5 degree. We use a trust region method based on interior point nonlinear programming to solve this optimization as in [1] . After each iteration, we update the corresponding plane for each point and reevaluate the error. The algorithm stops when it converges (the algorithm usually converges in 10 iterations).
Placement Alignment
Since the coplanarity and coaxial relations carry important cues about the object parts in manmade shapes (see also [1] ), we also conform to such placement relations after orientation alignment, while preserving the already established orientation relations. For the detection and enforcement of coaxial relation and coplanar relation, we refer to [1] .
In vertical transmission relations as shown in Fig. 9 , suppose the center and axis of gear a and gear b are o a , n a and o b , n b , respectively. Then we force
Remark. In our implementation, the center constraint mentioned in the mechanical constraint is enforced in the placement alignment stage as it is a special type of placement constraint.
Local Parameter Refinement
After placing the functional parts in correct positions and orientations, we locally refine their geometry so that the parametric model fits better to the scan, not breaking the already learned and satisfied relations (as shown in Fig. 10 ). All the parameters that do not affect the already optimized parameters could be optimized in this step. Take a spur gear for example, the gear thickness, tooth thickness, rotation angle have no influence on its relations with other gears and only affect its geometry. For a cam, the face width and its contour will not affect its relations with others thus can be optimized to better fit the scan. We use a gradient decent algorithm to minimize the data fitting error as the parametric model estimation step in Section 4.2.
Segmentation Refinement
Once the parametric parts are aligned and optimized using the detected global relations, we refine the initial segmentation results. Specifically, we apply the MRF labeling algorithm again on the initially generated over-segmented patches (Section 4.1.3) using the updated parametric model as reference, where the data cost now becomes
where M i denotes a parametric part.
Patches with small data error to the parametric part M i are thought to belong to the functional part S i . Patches with large data error to all the parametric parts will be collected as unclaimed/static. The data error between a patch and a parametric part is the distance from the patch center to the parametric part. A result of segmentation refinement is shown in Fig. 11 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we show the functional recovery results of mechanical assemblies generated by our approach. We tested our method on real scanned mechanical assemblies of varying types and complexity. 1 The input objects were all captured using a handheld 3D scanner called HSCAN À 330. All experiments are conducted on a desktop with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770 3.4 GHz CPU and 16 GB memory. The performance of the optimization process on various scanned models is presented in Table 1 . The running time depends on the number of functional parts, the number of parameters as well as the complexity of relationship. Since only parallel constraints are forced on the cam and crank models, their global optimization processes are much faster than other models.
Our test models are listed in Fig. 12 : a helical gear arrangement, a worm gear drive arrangement, a cam mechanism, a piston mechanism and a windmill model. Please also refer to our supplementary video to see the recovered models which can move correctly after fabrication. There are eight typical mechanical parts that are involved in these devices/models, including spur gear, helical gear, worm gear, worm, crank, slider, cam and rod. In the worm gear drive arrangement (see Fig. 12 ), the segmented worm from scan is seriously broken which poses large difficulty to the parametrization process. In our system, the initial worm lead is determined by the module of worm gear rather than the segmented geometry before its local optimization. This turns out to be efficient and robust based on the fact that a worm always works with a worm gear and our parametric gear initialization shows robustness to noise. Note that the windmill model (see Fig. 12 ) is a toy model which does not strictly follow the rule of mechanism manufacture. The coplanar constraint can be optional in this case as the meshing gears in this real model are not coplanar.
We observe that many crucial joints like the rods between drivers and functional parts are usually hidden inside the model which are typically missing after scanning. Such situations are very common in mechanical devices. Almost all our test models have such problems (except for the windmill model (see Fig. 12 )). Our system automatically infers a rod between two coaxial functional parts. We also handle other cases such as the missing followers in piston mechanism and cam mechanism. In such cases, the joints are usually inferred based on specific mechanical type, i.e., there always exists a rod between a crank and a slider (see Fig. 18 ) and a roller between a cam and slider (see Figs. 13, 18 , and appendix for more details). Non-parametric parts, such as static base, end effector and driver, are reconstructed using poisson surface reconstruction [25] making use of all scans data. The piston in the piston mechanism is first fitted with a cylinder and then hollowed out with another smaller cylinder. All the nonparametric parts of the windmill model are modeled, at one-to-one scale, according to the real model.
We also evaluate the robustness of our algorithm. We test on crank model and windmill model with 20 and 50 percent gaussian noise added. Our algorithm successfully recover the functional assemblies for the crank model in both cases. In general, our patched based registration algorithm works even under large noise (see Fig. 14) . However, for mechanical parts where fine geometric details are critical (e.g., the windmill gear in Fig. 12) , when large noise arises, the hierarchical segmentation would fail since small patches on gear teeth that are important in our patch-based registration become unreliable under noise. This limitation is not hard to perceive as once the noise level breaks the fine details, it would be hard to recover the correct parameters.
Parameters. Our algorithm has a set of parameters. Here we briefly discuss the important parameters that require manual tuning in our pipeline. Please also refer to Table 3 for the parameters for each example. These parameters are inherently dependent on the quality of scans as well as types of assemblies to be reconstructed. First, in the patch generation process, the normal angle threshold b to merge neighboring faces is essential to the success of registration, especially for gears and worms whose key features are seriously contaminated by noise and self-occlusion. For example, too many small patches on the gear teeth will be generated with a small b for noisy scan data, which is unstable and unreliable, while the large surfaces of coplanar gears may be merged together with a large b, which will lead to incorrect labeling for such surfaces. As a result, b needs a manual tuning depending on the mechanical type. In our implementation, for the assemblies with gears, we set b ¼ 40 in the beginning of hierarchy to identify large parts (e.g., bases) and set b ¼ 30
for subsequent small parts. When coplanar cases occur (see the windmill model), we switch b to 20 degree. Second, the parameter used in the MRF formulation which enforces the pairwise data smoothness, is set to be in range of ½1:0; 2:0 in the first level of hierarchy and 0.5 in the subsequent levels. This is because the fidelity of data matching will increase as the hierarchy increases. Finally, the matching distance threshold d " which determines whether two patches are considered to be matched, is dependent on the noise level and sample rate, and takes range from 2 to 6 mm in our examples.
User Interaction and Limitations. Our automatic motionbased segmentation algorithm could fail in two cases. The first case is that the motion of some parts cannot be detected with geometry if the motion is very slight (e.g., the end effector of the planetary gear model in Fig. 15 ) or the shape always looks "static" under motion (e.g., the "static" rods of the windmill model in Fig. 12 , and the outer contour of the cam in Fig. 4 ). Though our automatic inference with the interaction graph could recover those "static" rods that are ignored in the segmentation stage, it could fail if the ignored parts are the end nodes of the graph. The second case is that some parts are severely incomplete, causing a large number of patches cannot find correspondences. The MRF-based labeling could fail. In these cases, users are allowed to simply drag a rectangle to alter the labels of patches inside the rectangle. Another manual intervention happens in the step of determining part types. In our automatic pipeline, the part type is determined as the type of the best matched template. Such strategy works well for distinguishing parts of different main types, like gears, cranks, cams and driving parts, but might fail to distinguish sub-types, like a helical gear or a worm gear. Hence we allow users to manually designate the specific semantic type if needed. The manual intervention for each example is listed in Table 2 . Finally, our system currently only supports limited kinds of popular functional mechanical assemblies. More functional mechanic assemblies such as levers are to be added in the future.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced an algorithm for recovering functional mechanical assemblies from multiple raw scans. Our algorithm builds upon a simultaneous hierarchical registration and segmentation paradigm to separate functional mechanical parts under motions. To estimate the functionality, our system leverages an estimated interaction graph followed by a multi-stage parametric optimization process to faithfully reconstruct the underlying functional geometry.
To the best of our knowledge, leveraging functionality as the key ingredient for 3D reconstruction from raw scans has never been exploited in the literature. Our approach takes the first step towards the recovery of 3D functional and printable mechanical objects. A natural extension of this work is to handle other types of inputs such as depth images captured from less-accurate scanners (e.g., Microsoft Kinect) or scans of other types of objects or even from photographs. The next question to ask is whether we are able to alleviate the dependency on the parametric models used in our system in order to faithfully recover the original geometry while guaranteeing its functionality. Finally, the reconstructed models, being partially parameterized, are further adaptable to applications such as manipulation or redesign.
APPENDIX
There are seven typical mechanical parts involved in our system now. They are spur gear, helical gear, worm gear, worm, crank, slider and cam. Since each mechanical part has its own feature and parameters, their parametric model initialization differs with each other. It's too long to cover all of this process in the paper, so we explain the details in this document instead. For each mechanical part, its parameters are first estimated from the geometry and then locally optimized to approximate the geometry as much as possible.
We first introduce important parameters that are related to the geometry for each mechanical part and then explain how to obtain these parameters from geometry. Note that all the gears in our system are parameterized as involute gears for simplicity.
Spur Gear
The spur gear is the simplest type of gear. Parameters of spur gear that matter are module m, tooth number Z, addendum ha, dedendum hb, circular tooth thickness t, face width w, fillet radius fr and pitch diameter d p (diameter of pitch circle). The illustration of these parameters and some other terminologies that mentioned in the paper such as whole depth h, outside diameter d o (diameter of addendum circle), root diameter d r (diameter of dedendum circle), and center distance d c can be found in Figs. 16a and 17 . Please refer to [33] , [34] for more specific explanation of these terminologies and related calculations. The calculations for spur gears are used as the basis for the calculations for other types of gears The first row shows how many parts out of all the parts need the manual correction of segmentation. The second row shows which mechanical part type in the assembly needs manual designation. To generate the parametric model of a gear, the necessary parameters are pitch diameter, tooth number, addendum, dedendum, tooth thickness, face width and pressure angle. To simplify the problem, we use a constant pressure angle 20 degree. The initial tooth thickness t is set as t :¼ ðt max þ t min Þ=2, where t max and t min are the maximum and minimum valid tooth thickness for a gear of module m. t max is calculated with the formula in Equation (9) . t min is the tooth thickness when top land of the gear tooth becomes a line.
Observing that the addendum, dedendum, fillet radius and tooth thickness can be calculated from the module, and the pitch diameter can be calculated from the module and tooth number, the only required parameters are the module and tooth number. Since we are not able to estimate the module directly from geometry, we use the outside diameter, root diameter and tooth number to obtain an approximate module using the following equations:
where the outside diameter, root diameter and tooth number are estimated from geometry with the following method.
We project the gear onto its axial plane (a plane that is perpendicular to the axis). Note that the initial gear axis is calculated from the transformation matrix obtained in registration process. The contour gear is first extracted and then denoised with dilation and erosion operations (see Fig. 7 ). To estimate the outside diameter and root diameter from the denoised gear contour, we detect points on the top land and bottom land separately. The outside diameter is twice of the average distance from points on top land to the gear center and the root diameter is twice of the average distance from points on the bottom land to the gear center.
To get an accurate tooth number, we first guess several approximate tooth numbers
where Z 1 and Z 2 are the potential tooth numbers for the gear of standard teeth and the gear of stub teeth respectively, while Z 3 is calculated with the estimated distance d between adjacent teeth. d is obtained by first clustering the points on the top land and bottom land separately and then calculating the mean value of the average distance between the point clusters.
Then for each Z i , we estimate the angle u i between two teeth as 360=Z i . We further refine u i so as to obtain the refined tooth number Z Ã i . For the refinement of u i , we rotate the gear with u i about its rotation axis, and then perform an ICP registration to get the actual rotation angle u a . For the sake of robustness, we perform the above process multiple times until the total rotation angle u t is around 360 degree. In this way, Z Ã i is computed as u t =u a . At last we choose the Z Ã i which gives the best matching during the rotation as the final tooth number. With this strategy, we get correct tooth numbers in all our experimental cases.
After the initial parametric model is guessed, we then optimize the outside diameter, root diameter, tooth thickness, face width, rotation angle and center of the parametric gear to approximate the geometry of gear segment as much as possible, with a gradient decent algorithm. To accelerate the convergence, the optimization is first done in 2D space and then in 3D space.
Helical Gear
Helical gear is a cylindrical gear whose tooth flanks are helicoid (see Fig. 16b ). The tooth profile of the helical gear is an involute curve in the plane perpendicular to the axis which is based on a normal system. Helix angle is what differs helical gears from spur gears.
To extract the gear parameters, we can not project the entire helical gear directly onto a 2D plane due to the existence of the helix angle. Instead, we only make use of one face (front or back) of the helical gear. The parameters are estimated in the following manner: we first divide all patches into two sets S p and S q (patches whose normals are almost parallel to the axis and whose are not, the angle threshold is p/12 in our implementation). Patches in S p can be further clustered into two sets S p1 and S p2 on different sides. The patch set S pi (i ¼ 1 or i ¼ 2) with larger total area is selected to estimate the parameters. The parameter estimation process is the same as that for spur gear. Then we cluster the angles between patches in S q and the gear axis using a histogram whose bin width is 5 degree. The initial helix angle is c :¼ p=2 À a, where a is the average angle in the largest cluster.
Worm Gear
Worm gear is also a variation of spur gear but is more complex than helical gear (see Fig. 17a ). The estimation of the outside diameter, root diameter and tooth number is similar to helical gear. Note that the actual working depth diameter is measured in the middle of the gear rather than the front side or back side, which is different from the helical gear or normal spur gear. Again the rough guess will then be optimized based on the geometry.
Worm
An worm example is shown in Fig. 17b . The estimation of the outside diameter and the root diameter is similar to that of gear. All points of the worm segment are clustered by their distance to the worm axis which is similar to the gears. The outside diameter is twice of the average distance from the furthest cluster to the axis and the root diameter is twice of the average distance from the closest cluster to the axis. Then the addendum and dedendum are calculated with Equation (10) . The pitch diameter is calculated with Equation (9).
Slider/Connecting Rod
Parameters for a slider include an anchor point, an axis, a NURBS curve which figures the outer contour, and the face width w.
The thickness t is initially set as the shortest edge length of the oriented bounding box (OBB) of the slider/crank segment, which will be optimized locally later. The NURBS curve is obtained as following: we first project the segment onto a 2D plane perpendicular to the shortest axis and extract the contour for slider/crank, and then fit a closed NURBS curve for the contour [35] . After that, a 2D mesh is generated with the method presented by [36] and then we extrude the surface to a volume with thickness t.
Crank
Parameters for a crank include a rotation center, a rotation axis, a radius, a NURBS curve which figures the outer contour and the thickness t (see Fig. 18a ). Shape parametrization for the crank is the same as the slider. Fig. 18a shows two configurations of the piston mechanism. The xy plane is perpendicular to the crank axis. Axis y is parallel to the moving direction of piston. O 1 and Du are computed from the transformation matrix of crank while Dh is computed from the transformation matrix of piston. We assume that O 2 and O 3 are located in the medial axis n m of the connecting rod. Then O 2 can be decided by u and O 3 can be decided by h. If u is decided, r can be computed and h can be solved according to the following equations: The initial u is set as the angle between the medial axis of crank and axis x. We will further optimize u with a gradient decent method.
Cam
A cam mechanism usually consists of four moving elements, a driver, a cam, a follower (a roller in our system) and a follower system (a slider in our system) (see Fig. 18b ). There are many different types of cam shape. The cam in our system is a grooved cam with an inner profile and an outer profile, which is more complex than plate cams or disk cams.
The cam thickness t is initially set as the shortest edge length of the OBB of the cam segment. The depth of the groove is initially set as half of the cam thickness, which will be locally optimized later. Then we detect front face and back face of the cam by first collecting patches that are almost perpendicular to the cam axis whose distance to the cam center are larger than a threshold (0:4t in our implementation) and then dividing them into two sets with opposite normal directions. Patches on these two sets are projected onto the plane perpendicular to the cam axis separately and we will get three contours for the front face and two for the back. Since the inner profile of the cam is a circle, center O 2 , radius r and groove width w can be decided by fitting two concentric circles for the two small contours of the front face. We get the outer profile by fitting a circle for the largest contour of the front face.
Because of self-occlusion, the roller is missing, which results in the failure in motion propagation. The roller is automatically inferred in our system (see Fig. 13 ). Roller radius is set as r 2 :¼ w=2 where w is the groove width of the cam. Slider center O 3 is computed from the transformation matrix of the slider. Then the position of the roller can be decided by h. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
